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Paulina Tarot
by Paulina Cassidy
"

Introduction
I’ve always had a desire to create a tarot deck,
but wanted to create one that came naturally
for me. For Paulina Tarot, I completely immersed myself in the world of tarot for a year
and a half. Instead of creating the deck in sequence, I allowed the symbolism and meaning
of a particular card to bring itself to my attention. I would spend days or sometimes weeks
with one card in mind, allowing visualizations
to emerge from the subconscious. There are
whimsical characters to be found throughout
the deck, who I suspect had a desire to be part
of Paulina Tarot. While these spirited beings
are not visible to the naked eye, I do sense their
lively presence.
I soon noticed that my life events at the time
seemed to coincide with the card I’d chosen to
design, offering ideas and possible outcomes.
We often find inner truth and discover hidden
facets about ourselves when illuminated pathways present themselves in unexpected ways.
When we allow life to surprise us, things often
fall into place at the right moment.
The Rider-Waite deck was my earliest tarot
influence, and it remains the deck to which I
refer. Though I’ve always been fascinated by
tarot, as I moved through the process of
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designing my deck, I became even more enamored by the tarot. Part of Paulina Tarot was
created while I was living in the New Orleans
area. Many of my characters are decked in early
Mardi Gras, Victorian-influenced costumes,
representing my affection for New Orleans.
I sincerely hope that Paulina Tarot leads you
gently through a radiant adventure, encouraging you to have fun with the cards as the deck
communicates, in its own way, the answers
you seek.
—Paulina Cassidy
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Major Arcana
0 " The Fool
Wandering unafraid, the free-spirited fool
imagines soaring like the birds, whose beauty
and freedom inspire him. His concerned canine
companion warns him to avoid risky situations.
Yet the optimistic fool eagerly ventures in faith
that his intuition will guide him wisely. The
stony cliff is intricately shaped with memoirs
left by those who have ventured before him.
Meanings: The journey of life, the discovery
of one’s individual path. Decisions, impulse,
child-like optimism, new beginnings, spontaneity, adventure, irresponsibility, inexperience.
Reversed Meanings: Being blind to potential
problems, making foolish decisions, a lack of
thought or consideration, irresponsibility.

I " The Magician
Elemental beings, animals and insects closely
assist the magician in conjuring the powers of
the natural world. The infinity symbol above
the owl perched on her head confirms that
everything is connected by perpetual energy.
The bird delivers an arcane message and the
butterflies announce transformation. The wild6

flowers symbolize the ever-blooming universe
with which the magician works. Objects representing the four elements are always available
to her: wand, cup, sword, and pentacle.
Meanings: Infinite possibilities, self-confidence,
personal power, determination, concentration,
action, focus.
Reversed Meanings: Lack of courage, destructive use of powers, manipulation, confusion.

II " The High Priestess
An octopus embracing the high priestess
embodies insight and vision. Sprites by her side
are guardians of concealed knowledge. The
totem trees, patterned with codes, reach into
higher planes. Ancient all-seeing eyes peer out
from a portal in the priestess’s cloak. The wasps
harness female warrior energy.
Meanings: Secret knowledge, natural instinct,
intuition, wisdom, learning, purity, mystery.
Reversed Meanings: Lack of understanding,
repressed feelings, selfishness, dependence on
the opinions of others.

III " The Empress
The empress’s green dress indicates her connection with nature and desire to share harmony and
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peace. From her head grows a bouquet of stars
for divinity and constancy. Her sensual dance and
nurturing skills stimulate her garden to flourish.
Meanings: Fertility, sexuality, abundance,
material prosperity, pleasure, comfort,
sensuality, desire, beauty, mothering.
Reversed Meanings: Neglect, financial difficulties, creative blocks, infertility.

IV " The Emperor
The archaic stonework surrounding the
emperor reflects his strength and endurance.
A marionette attached to his coat conveys
his need for domination in order to achieve
success. The prominence of the color gold represents excellence and achievement. His facial
expression reveals sheer determination.
Meanings: Courage, ambition, dedication,
success in achieving goals, leadership, loyalty,
protectiveness.
Reversed Meanings: Abuse of power, weakness.

V " The Hierophant
The hierophant is a scholarly willow tree with
great inner vision and wisdom. His leaves intermix with glowing stars, signifying his connection with life on a spiritual level. The eye above
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his head signifies his quest for higher truth,
which he shares with younger generations.
Meanings: A wise teacher, guidance offered,
growing knowledge, thrives on spiritual
sustenance.
Reversed Meanings: Withholding information
to retain power, false advice, prejudice, stuck in
tradition.

VI " The Lovers
Tiny sprites circle the lovers, but where will
they lead the pair? Trust and teamwork keep
the lovers in balance as they allow someone else
to guide the bird. The woman wears a gown of
passionate red and warm yellow. Her parasol
offers protection from the heat of desire.
Meanings: Honesty, trust, communication,
making important relationship choices.
Partnership, trusting your instincts.
Reversed Meanings: False relationships, the
loss of trust, deception.

VII " The Chariot
The charioteer struggles to guide his conflicting horses, yet his determination allows him to
steady the chariot. The red details on the dark
horse represent action and energy. The blue of
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the white horse indicates a calming force. The
towering trees are vulnerable, yet strong.
Meanings: Overcoming obstacles, a conquest,
well-deserved victory, willpower, confidence,
effort, invigoration.
Reversed Meanings: Frustration, loss of control,
struggle, chaos, imbalance, a warning against
extreme expectations.

VIII " Strength
The orange wings of the lion suggest his
fiery energy and the ability to soar to greater
heights. The woman’s fish-shaped hat crowns
her bravery and fortitude. An infinity symbol
indicates unity and the balance of forces. Her
white dress signifies peace and purity.
Meanings: Courage, determination, being
constructive, self-discipline, trusting your own
abilities, compassion, seizing control of your
destiny.
Reversed Meanings: Lack of faith, being driven
by impulses, having a discouraged mind-set,
weak willpower.
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IX " The Hermit
The hermit’s meditative journey is supported
by his contemplative companions, who bring
their own light. The lake symbolizes selfreflection, and the stars in the sky are watchful,
guiding lights. The hermit’s cloak is patterned
with blue circles of tranquility, as the soul’s
journey is cyclical. The bird on her head leads
her to transcendent new experiences.
Meanings: A time for self-reflection and soulsearching, solitude, deep understanding, retreat.
Gaining perspective toward the outside world.
Reversed Meanings: Isolation, alienation, suspicion toward the outside world.

X " Wheel of Fortune
Unforeseen surprises are hidden in the garden.
The dragonfly beneath the wheel symbolizes
change and enlightenment. Stars turn the
wheel with celestial guidance. The mermaid
symbolizes transformation. The eagle assumes
a stance of courage. The stubborn bull strives
to adjust to change. The pair of garden snakes
stands for guardianship and deceit.
Meanings: Unexpected good fortune, advancement, luck, renewed hope brought about with
change, opportunities.
Reversed Meanings: Resistance to change,
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unexpected interruptions.

XI " Justice
The sun illuminates Justice’s authority, clarity,
and force. Candles burning in the tree bring situations to light. The dragonflies represent change
and the ability to see through illusions. The
ladybugs at Justice’s feet trust in her judgment.
Meanings: Balance through logic, justice and
fairness, responsibility, correcting wrongs.
Reversed Meanings: Imbalance, injustice,
unfairness.

XII " The Hanged Man
The turtle reminds the hanged man to be
patient as he awaits the best opportunity, and
the beehive is a reminder of cooperation. The
rabbit teaches the hanged man to overcome
fears with quick thinking and intuition. Fireflies bring him spiritual illumination. The bats
represent rebirth and inner depth.
Meanings: New perspective, letting go of ego,
patience, a time for meditation, adapting to
change, seeing past limitations, giving up for a
higher cause.
Reversed Meanings: Narrow viewpoint, lack
of commitment, preoccupied with one’s self,
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unwillingness to change.

XIII " Death
The watchful phoenix of immortality finds
comfort in experiencing death as transformation. The tree appears dead, yet it is undergoing metamorphosis and renewal of life. From
the heart of the tree come three beings
that rest between states. A winged cat
symbolizes the mystery and rebirth that
death brings.
Meanings: Transformation, end of a cycle,
crossing into a new phase of life, elimination of
old patterns, release, extreme change.
Reversed Meanings: Refusing to change, unwilling to adapt, stagnation, lethargy.

XIV " Temperance
Temperance stands gracefully balanced on a diamond, representing beauty and alchemy. Her
joyful face indicates that chemistry is working
and healing is taking place. Hot fire in one cup,
cold water in the other, flow together to create
a gentle blend. Her hair, and the ribbons on
her Mardi Gras dress dance in harmony with
the breeze.
Meanings: Balance, harmony, innovation
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through combination, beauty, good management, alchemy.
Reversed Meanings: Imbalance, poor judgment, conflicting interests.

XV " The Devil
The goat-god and the lady guard a treasure
chest. Each wants the riches for themselves
alone. He confidently senses his mind-control
over her. The woman wears a mask to disguise
her unbridled desires, yet she caresses his
face and flirtatiously exposes a leg. The walls
around them seem to be caving in from the
pressure of temptation. The sweet, ripe fruit at
the lady’s feet beckon her to indulge.
Meanings: Greed, egoism, entrapment, procrastination, caught up in temptation, obsessions
and addictions.
Reversed Meanings: Breaking away from bad
habits, resisting negative influences.

XVI " The Tower
As the tower crumbles the phoenixes collect
pieces to rebuild their lives. The falling gentleman has a sudden burst of insight as he focuses
his attention on a jewel. The stone dragon has
survived centuries of disruptions yet continues
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to guard his homestead. The red door reminds
us that good fortune can emerge from chaos. A
sympathetic tree offers the tower support, but it
still cannot keep it from falling.
Meanings: Sudden disruptions, reversal in
fortune, loss, emotional outbursts, a flash of
insight, acceptance of sudden change.
Reversed Meanings: Less severe forms of the
above, stuck in unalterable circumstances.

XVII " The Star
Through much trial and hard work the girl’s
dream of becoming a ballerina has come true.
Her pose expresses confidence and her face
shows her shining hope. The frog, a symbol of
good luck, promotes pleasant dreams. A bird
offers a heart as a token of peace and love.
Meanings: Peace of mind, healing, tranquility,
optimism, harmony, trust in the future, inner
beauty.
Reversed: Self-doubt, clinging to past trauma,
pessimism, lost opportunities.

XVIII " The Moon
The creature cannot decide whether to transform into a wolf or a wildcat, so he turns to the
wisdom of the moon for direction. The river
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running between six trees represents the six
senses. The flowers and trees sway as they are
affected by the energy of the moonlight. The
bee is a symbol of creativity and power.
Meanings: Vivid dreams, psychic impressions,
lack of clarity, illusions, creativity, the unconscious mind.
Reversed Meanings: Deception, insincerity,
confusion, depression.

XIX " The Sun
The child and bird fly happily through a lush
garden. Not only does the hummingbird
symbolize joy and beauty, but its ability to fly
forward and backwards reminds us that we
can look back at the past without dwelling,
yet continue to move forward. Sunflowers
encourage us to seek joy by always reaching
toward the light. The healing rays of the sun
give vitality to all.
Meanings: Abundant energy, vitality, pure and
simple joy, new inventions, truth, accomplishment, satisfaction, energy.
Reversed Meanings: Sadness, loneliness, clouded future, troubled partnership, misjudgment.

XX " Judgment
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The floating orbs are spirits eager to be reborn
into the world. Color will return to the land
as the spirits come to life. A youth sleeps high
above the ground in a flower. She will be able
to see at great distances when she awakens. As a
child mermaid, she represents a new transformation taking place.
Meanings: Rebirth, resurrection, forgiveness,
awakening, mental clarity, rewards for past
efforts, good health.
Reversed Meanings: Loss, stagnation, fear of
change, ill health.

XXI " The World
Mothering a renewed earth, a flying mermaid
reflects happily on the wonders of her journey
as she mixes her life force with the ocean and
sun. Butterflies are newborn spirits infused
with a zest for life. Mourning doves of peace
and love rest upon her glowing aura. She
celebrates creation, and knows that there is a
place for everything.
Meanings: Completion, honor, success, fulfillment, triumph.
Reversed Meanings: Disappointment, lack
of vision.

Minor Arcana
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" Wands '
Ace of Wands
The perceptive owl guides the child in developing intuition. His green feathers symbolize
the “go-ahead” to pursue new ideas. The child
gazes up at the stream of stars, determined to
begin life’s adventures.
Meanings: Creative beginnings, a new way of
life, ambition, enthusiasm, conception.
Reversed Meanings: Setbacks, lack of determination, failed communications.

Two of Wands
The figure boldly walks to the beat of his own
drum as he glides upon the clouds. The birdformed clouds manifest the power of his will
guiding him to shape his future responsibly.
Meanings: Boldness, authority, originality,
daring, influence, taking the initiative, seizing
the day, straying from the crowd, creating your
own style.
Reversed Meanings: Impatience, lack of a new
direction, anxiety, confinement.

Three of Wands
This majestic gentleman stands balanced on
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a stone globe as he consider new horizons.
His two companions await his signal to move
ahead to new ventures.
Meanings: Exploring the unknown, new adventures, expanding horizons, providing direction,
foresight, responsibility.
Reversed Meanings: Wasted efforts, lack of
cooperation, obstacles, arrogance, Overly
confident.

Four of Wands
Relaxing in her abundant garden, the lady celebrates her complete happiness and prosperity,
symbolized by the castle. She feels as light as air
as she enjoys the romantic scent of a rose.
Meanings: Enjoying the fruits of labor, hard
work resulting in completion of a project,
celebration, establishment of culture, freedom,
release, romance and committed relationships,
sharing good fortune.
Reversed Meanings: Lack of progress, delayed
satisfaction, unfulfilled romance.

Five of Wands
Four opposed beings poise ready for combat. In
spite of their disputes, their pink hue symbol19

izes the presence of universal love. The fifth
wand pointing upward indicates a different
point of view.
Meanings: Conflicts, quarrels, discord,
unavoidable upheavals, struggle.
Reversed Meanings: Trickery, fraud, petty
competitiveness.

Six of Wands
Ascending into the blue sky, the boy holds his
hand high in a sign of victory. The misplaced
penguins need to find their rightful place. The
two-headed bird signifies the divergence of
confidence and arrogance.
Meanings: The arrival of great news, success
found through hard work, victory and triumph.
Reversed Meanings: Fearing the outcome of a
situation, indecision.

Seven of Wands
The treetop provides a strong defensive position
for the courageous warrior and her companions.
The tiny, long-eared creature growls protectively.
Meanings: Successful advancement, determination, courage in the face of hardship, success
obtained through effort.
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Reversed Meanings: Opportunity lost through
hesitation, giving up.

Eight of Wands
The determined girl moves swiftly toward her
goal, being careful not to slip. Flowers growing
from her head blossom like new ideas that
need to be cultivated immediately.
Meanings: Understanding, harmony, the right
conditions for success, a time for taking charge,
important journeys, good news.
Reversed Meanings: Wasted effort, disagreements, cancelled journeys, forging ahead blindly.

Nine of Wands
Though injured and fatigued, the heroine
remains vigilant. She knows the dark skies will
clear up. Though yellow signifies warning or
fear, it also brings optimism and energy.
Meanings: Courage in the face of confrontation,
vigilance, order and discipline, preparation for
conflict.
Reversed Meanings: Fights, confusion, being
caught off guard.

Ten of Wands
Already overwhelmed from the ten wands on
his back, the young man adds to his load by
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collecting heavy rocks. He recognizes his own
predicament in the wilting flowers and his
exhausted companion.
Meanings: Taking on too much, overwhelmed
with responsibilities, feelings of pressure, the
need to clear obligations.
Reversed Meanings: Oppression, difficulties,
learning things the hard way.

Page of Wands
The charming gentleman is bursting with
creative inspiration and new ideas. The dragon
shares his enthusiasm and encourages him to
put his zeal into action.
Meanings: New perspective, intellectual pursuits, fun-loving, a desire to bring happiness to
others, not afraid to face challenges or risks.
Reversed Meanings: Immaturity, spreading of
gossip, betrayal of trust.

Knight of Wands
The knight’s torch-like wand channels his wild,
impulsive nature. He chooses his own direction; his friends have little say. The bird’s many
legs provide strength to move ahead, but he
could stumble if rushed.
Meanings: Energetic, eager to assist, passionate
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and dramatic.
Reversed Meanings: Troublemaker, enjoys strife
and arguments.

Queen of Wands
The confident queen’s red attire indicates
energy and creative passion. The eye on her
midriff is her emotional center. The feline
creature in the fertile garden indicates
independence and courage.
Meanings: Confidence, self-motivation, enthusiasm, determination.
Reversed Meanings: Controlling, defensive,
vindictive.

King of Wands
The king has a confident, passionate nature. The
cobra emerging from the box represents divine authority. Sprites at the king’s feet work and entertain
him. His expression holds intensity and seduction.
Meanings: Self-assertion, ambition, financial
planning, strong leadership abilities, confidence.
Reversed Meanings: A business setback, loss of
respect, delay in plans.

" Cups '
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Ace of Cups
The five streams of water flowing from the
cup yield the power of the five senses. The
nurturing ocean provides a garden of
awakening. The rabbit’s crest of hearts shows
compassion and peace.
Meanings: The powers of the unconscious mind,
a fresh start, new ideas, trust in inspiration.
Reversed Meanings: Disruption, laziness,
gullibility.

Two of Cups
Sharing wine in an exotic blossom, the couple
is united in an elegant world of their own.
The flower represents love. The dog and cat
embody the faithful union of opposites.
Meanings: A blooming relationship, an
emotional bond, passion, miracles, balance.
Reversed Meanings: Lack of trust, the end of a
relationship, fear of risks.

Three of Cups
Three women in colorful gowns enjoy the
company of one another as they toast their
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friendship. Other beloved friends join their
celebration. Each of the women holds an orb
of good fortune.
Meanings: Celebration, sharing, team spirit,
friendship, unconditional love, something
coming to fruition, high spirits, abundance
of energy.
Reversed Meanings: Self-indulgence, loss of
friendship, selfishness.

Four of Cups
The disinterested girl on the cliff takes no
notice of the opportunities and offerings in
front of her. Her arms are crossed in a gesture
of defensiveness and emotional distance.
Reversed Meanings: Lack of motivation,
emotional burnout, uncertainty, hesitation,
contemplation, ignoring gifts and opportunities,
lost in reverie.
Reversed Meanings: Awakening to new possibilities, belief in oneself, enthusiasm, gratitude
for gifts.

Five of Cups
Leaving a passage of regret, the woman enters a
new terrain, where she can start anew. Though
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she is sorrowful, the red of her cloak represents
her passion and inner strength. A watchful
friend tries to lift her spirits.
Meanings: Disappointment, worry and regret,
sadness, conflict.
Reversed Meanings: Newfound courage, the
return of hope.

Six of Cups
There is an aura of bliss and simple contentment. The mermaid’s son offers her a cup full of
stars. The mother mermaid lovingly responds to
her little one’s gift with a playful smile.
Meanings: Innocence, child-like joy, playfulness, generosity, dreams realized, moving
forward, happy memories.
Reversed Meanings: Bitterness, feeling unloved,
unhappy home life, clinging to the past.

Seven of Cups
Each cup holds an alluring treasure, but the
gowned woman has difficulty choosing just
one. The cloudy sky indicates her confusion
and inability to see the choices clearly.
Meanings: Caught in illusions, too many
choices, conflicting desires, temptation.
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Reversed Meanings: Determination, willpower.

Eight of Cups
Seeking new discoveries, the gentleman walks
over a bridge, symbolizing the desire for change.
The rabbit helps him to use his intuition, and
the butterfly leads him to transformation.
Meanings: A new pathway of discovery, needing to move forward, a turning point, finding
inner truth.
Reversed Meanings: Recklessness, detachment,
imprudent risks.

Nine of Cups
At the top of a mountain, a woman and her cat
take pride and delight in all their luxury. Cups
filled with riches are displayed on the vine surrounding them.
Meanings: A feeling of well-being, enjoyment
of life, great success, contentment, generosity
of spirit.
Reversed Meanings: Vanity, self-indulgence,
unfulfilled wishes.

Ten of Cups
A blissful couple holds hands beneath a tree of
life, upon which ten cups have grown. Several
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birds have made their happy home amid the
foliage of the tree.
Meanings: Embracing happiness, spiritual bliss,
celebration of love, good family life.
Reversed Meanings: Family quarrel, a chance
of betrayal.

Page of Cups
Starfish, representing messages, stream from
the page’s cup. Sprites emerge from a pair of
lotus flowers, just as new ideas spring forth.
Meanings: Good news, a creative venture, new
perspectives, making dreams a reality, poetic
and artistic, enthusiastic and optimistic,
romantic.
Reversed Meanings: Obstacles, lack of motivation.

Knight of Cups
A charming knight rears from the waves
upon a creature that is part fish and part deer,
representing change and motion. Hearts spill
from his cup, symbolizing his loving, emotional personality.
Meanings: Romantic, sensitive, fanciful, sentimental, imaginative, charming.
Reversed Meanings: Overly emotional, tem28

peramental, jealous, prone to flights of fancy,
illusion.

Queen of Cups
The queen nurtures a tranquil ocean filled
with life. Fish flying into the sky represent
triumphs made possible through imagination
and insight.
Meanings: Extraordinary insight, sensitivity
to others, compassionate, maternal, patient,
honest, purity of spirit.
Reversed Meanings: Untrustworthy, out of
touch with feelings.

King of Cups
The compassionate king rides the thrashing
waves on the back of a calm water bird. Its
spread wings suggest freedom and the willingness to lead.
Meanings: A charismatic leader, influential,
wise, diplomatic, calm, open-minded, accepting of others.
Reversed Meanings: Uncaring, overly emotional.

" Swords '
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Ace of Swords
The woman victoriously rises to higher
levels holding her sword and the fruits of
good fortune. The spider beneath her weaves
change into her life. The creature beside her—
part feline, part bird—has overcome its own
obstacles, and is stronger for it.
Meanings: Triumph, justice, victory, honesty,
using your intellect, seeing through illusions,
resolving a situation, gaining a clear understanding, doing what is right.
Reversed Meanings: obstacles, confusion,
destruction, caution with use of power.

Two of Swords
The woman concentrates as she weighs her
options. Her blindfold and her yellow skirt
indicate her fear of seeing the truth. Watchful figures urge her to make a wise decision in
order to move onward.
Meanings: Avoiding the truth, indecision, fear
of the unknown, clouded judgment.
Reversed Meanings: A forced choice, loss of
balance.

Three of Swords
A girl sitting in the rain despairs over the death
of a bird. Her blue costume, the blue roses,
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and the blue heart evoke deep sadness. The
mushrooms are a reminder that sorrows will
pass, like the storm.
Meanings: Heartbreak, isolation, betrayal,
bitterness.
Reversed Meanings: Denial, refusing the truth,
self-deception.

Four of Swords
Wearing a warrior’s hat, a woman emerges
from an emotional ordeal. She moves toward
solitude seeking only to rest in her own quiet
world as life carries on around her.
Meanings: Rest and retreat, a break from
trouble, contemplation, solitude, preparation.
Reversed Meanings: Affected by stress, weighed
down by responsibilities.

Five of Swords
A disillusioned young man contemplates
the vines in place of his hands, forcing him to
accept his limitations. He must find the
courage to walk between the two swords to
discover a better pathway.
Meanings: Defeat, cowardice, dishonor, loss,
conquest.
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Reversed Meanings: Paranoia, malice, anger.

Six of Swords
A girl spots a ray of sunlight coming through
the dark clouds as she awakens to the wonders
of the world. She frees a bird, symbolizing her
desire to reach distant shores.
Meanings: Recovering from trauma, feeling sad,
starting over, coping, being uprooted, moving
toward hopeful conditions.
Reversed: Fear of commitment, resisting positive change.

Seven of Swords
The snake design on the man’s cloak signifies
deceit. Little does he know that there are witnesses to his theft of the four swords.
Meanings: Theft, sneakiness, betrayal, deceit,
back-stabbing, mistrust.
Reversed Meanings: Indecision, lacking nerve.

Eight of Swords
Bound by brambles, the faerie knows that she
must collect the inner strength to free herself
from fear, represented by the yellow swords,
and jealousy, represented by the green swords.
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Meanings: Limitations, entrapment, being
overwhelmed, waiting to be rescued, feeling
victimized.
Reversed Meanings: Liberation, logic, rebuilding self-confidence.

Nine of Swords
A terrified woman runs away from a ghastly
creature of the spirit world. The six swords
pointing up toward the creature act as a
defense from her fears.
Meanings: Inner fear, bad dreams, anxiety,
agony of mind, doubt.
Reversed Meanings: Carelessness, distrust,
isolation from comfort.

Ten of Swords
A bright, full moon shines light on the weary
girl, bringing new cycles of life. Blue is the
color of calm, and the color pink signifies
renewed good health.
Meanings: An inevitable ending, emerging
from the darkness, a time to recuperate, a sign
that the worst is over.
Reversed Meanings: Bypassing disaster, temporary good fortune.
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Page of Swords
Though dressed in a flamboyant costume, the
page assumes a warrior’s stance. The winged
cat represents his rational thought and grace,
while the other peculiar creature represents his
devious ways.
Meanings: Rational intellect, recovery from
depression, facing problems, justice, courage.
Reversed Meanings: Mental stagnation, apathy,
irrational behavior.

Knight of Swords
The restless knight’s flowing robes illustrate
his continuous vigilance and movement. The
rooster on his robe represents his courage and
aggression.
Meanings: Intellectual, influential, logical, alert,
putting ideas into action, outspoken, direct.
Reversed Meanings: Unjustified anger toward
others, overbearing, tactless, critical.

Queen of Swords
The vigilant queen holds her sword in defense.
From her finger burns a flame, which morphs
into a flower, representing dynamic energy and
change.
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Meanings: Strong willed, honest, articulate,
dignified, reserved, willing to face the truth,
protective, quick-witted.
Reversed Meanings: Dishonest, petty, narrowminded, weak, delusional.

King of Swords
A born leader, the king governs all the creatures
in the foliage around him. The birds represent
communication and watchfulness.
Meanings: A moral leader, analytical, ethical,
knowledgeable, a strong communicator.
Reversed Meanings: Dishonest, arrogant,
biased.

" Pentacles '
Ace of Pentacles
Purple flowers, representing accomplishment
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and admiration, blossom from branches. Birds
materialize from the tree’s dancing roots.
Meanings: Prosperity, common sense, fresh
ideas, energetic, inspirations.
Reversed Meanings: Lacking initiative for new
projects, unimaginative, materialistic.

Two of Pentacles
A clown balances on a galloping horse, performing his best to juggle playfulness and hard work.
The horse running though the thrashing shoreline waves represents movement and change.
Meanings: Harmonious change, juggling
responsibilities, flexibility, balancing work
and play.
Reversed Meanings: Recklessness, inability to
complete a project.

Three of Pentacles
The grand garden is a symbol of the team’s
hard work and progress. The three rabbits
embody strength and support in numbers.
Meanings: Teamwork, success through hard
work, preparation, progress, making use of
talents.
Reversed Meanings: Workaholic, conceited,
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unskilled, disappointing results.

Four of Pentacles
A girl sits alone on a cliff with her treasures,
hopeful that the thorns will keep others away
from her possessions. The bare branches represent her limitations.
Meanings: Material gain, love of power,
protection of investments, ownership, blocked
change, isolation.
Reversed Meanings: Greed, jealousy, stinginess,
loss of material possessions.

Five of Pentacles
Two figures huddle together in the cold snow,
while three birds surround them protectively. If
the two people were to look up, they would see a
luminous glow of hope in the dense snowstorm.
Meanings: Despair, loss, hardship, survival,
abandonment, neglected health, poverty, rediscovering hope.
Reversed Meanings: Squandering money, overindulgence, financial ruin.

Six of Pentacles
The gift of flowers illustrates spiritual growth
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through the giving of knowledge, support,
and kindness. The ever-seeding flower on the
girl’s head represents the joyful cycle of giving
and receiving.
Meanings: Prosperity, success, giving and
receiving, kindness, sharing, stability, generosity,
balance.
Reversed Meanings: Debt, envy of others’
prosperity, desire, illusion.

Seven of Pentacles
Lost in thought, a woman carefully observes
the beauty of her garden in bloom. Her blue
dress symbolizes calmness and stability.
Meanings: A time to reflect on progress,
coming to a crossroads, considering a new
direction.
Reversed Meanings: Feeling trapped, selfdoubt, financial insecurity.

Eight of Pentacles
A dancer utilizes her creativity while her
companion takes pleasure in observing. The
rose quartz by her feet represents devotion and
inner harmony.
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Meanings: Productive work, skill in craft and
business, learning through doing, dedication,
reaping the fruits of labor.
Reversed Meanings: Wasted use of energy and
skills, lack of ambition.

Nine of Pentacles
This woman enjoys the abundance of her garden amidst the company of loved ones. From
her hand sprouts a ninth flower, representing
the arrival of something desired.
Meanings: Fulfillment, material gain, completion, enjoying the fruits of success.
Reversed Meanings: Deception, instability,
theft.

Ten of Pentacles
A girl in a bejeweled dress gazes into a golden
ball handed down from her from ancestors. In
this ball she foresees future endeavors.
Meanings: Abundance, prosperity, comfort,
good fortune, flourishing ventures.
Reversed Meanings: Wasted fortune, lost legacy.

Page of Pentacles
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Glimmering with inspiration, a girl and a
winged rabbit float through the air. The
pentacle shines in her hand like the sun.
Meanings: In pursuit of a goal, a new career
choice, enthusiasm, energized by new discoveries.
Reversed Meanings: Selfishness, rebellion, wasting money.

Knight of Pentacles
A plant grows from the knight’s golden orb,
representing constructive undertakings taking
shape. He is accompanied by a loyal creature
that matches his perseverance and stamina.
Meanings: Materialistic, hard working, diligent,
persistent, reliable, steadfast.
Reversed Meanings: Self-satisfied, stinginess,
financial standstill or loss.

Queen of Pentacles
With a welcoming smile and an open heart, the
queen stands confidently in her exotic garden.
Sporting extravagant attire, she relishes every
precious moment of life.
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Meanings: Prosperity, security, luxury, generosity, enjoyment of material comforts.
Reversed Meanings: Difficulties seeing beyond
material possessions, fear of failure.

King of Pentacles
The king flies over a garden on an enchanted
swan, representing ultimate success. They
gracefully fly across the golden sunrise.
Meanings: Ultimate fulfillment, financial
security, a life of luxury, determined, stability.
Reversed Meanings: Financial woes, greed,
corruption.

The Art of Tarot
Divination
You may want to choose a single card from
Paulina Tarot for a daily reading. As you
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focus on your chosen card, allow its images
to suggest new ways of looking at the current
situations in your life.
When you have specific questions or issues
you want to explore in more depth, a full
reading will provide answers and insights. The
ten-card Celtic Cross spread provides one of
the most popular and effective methods of
reading the tarot cards. Shuffle the cards as
you concentrate on your question. Take the
card from the top of the deck and place it face
up in the middle of the surface you are using
for your reading. Continue with the next nine
cards, positioning them face up as shown in
the following diagram.
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Card One represents you and your present
position in general.
Card Two covers
5 you and represents immedi7
ate influences in your life.
Card Three card focuses on your goals, aims,
and destiny.
Card Four reveals the events from the distant
past that have influenced you.
Card Five relates events from the recent past to
your current situation.
Card Six represents events and their influence
in the very near future.
Card Seven examines your present attitudes
and perspectives.
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Card Eight shows environmental factors,
particularly how people may influence you and
your decisions.
Card Nine explores your inner emotions, fears,
hopes, and desires.
Card Ten suggests the most likely outcome, given
the events and influences revealed by the cards.
While each card reveals a key piece of information, to allow the full story to unfold, readings
should also consider patterns, themes, and
related meanings between the cards. Also bear
in mind that the interpretations given in this
booklet are merely suggestions. You should
feel free to consider the card images and any
associations they suggest to you with an open
mind and an open heart.

"'
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